How to reach the Chair of Technical Electrochemistry (TUM)

TUM – Garching Campus
Department of Chemistry
Lichtenbergstr. 4
85748 Garching b. München

Munich Airport (MUC)
From Munich City Center

By car:

Take the freeway (Autobahn) A9 towards „Nürnberg“ and take the exit „Garching Nord“ towards „Forschungsinstitute“ (Research Center).

By subway (U-Bahn):

Take U6 towards „Garching Forschungszentrum“ (blue line in the plan below) which runs every ≤ 20 minutes. Trip takes approximately 30 minutes from city center.

Tip: you need a ticket for 2 zones „Zonen“, either a single trip ticket („Einzelfahrkarte“, 5,60€) or a day pass („Single-Tageskarte XXL“, 8,80€; for 2 or more people use the group ticket)
From Munich Airport

The best and fastest way is to take a taxi (ca. 20 minute drive).

**By car:**

Exiting Munich airport, follow the freeway (Autobahn) A92 towards „München“, at the freeway junction with A9 stay in the right lane and merge onto A9 towards „München“. Then, take exit 70 (Garching Nord – Forschungszentrum – TUM). Total: ca 24 km or 20 minutes.

**By train/subway (S-Bahn / U-Bahn):**

Take S1 and exit at „Neufahrn“ station. From there, take the bus line 690 towards „Garching – Forschungszentrum“. The bus will stop at the subway station. The entire trip will take ca. 45 minutes.

**Tip:** you need a ticket for 3 zones „Zonen“, either a single trip ticket („Einzelfahrkarte“, 8,40€) or a day pass („Single-Tageskarte Außenraum“, 6,60€; for 2 or more people use the group ticket)
Main entrance of the Chemistry Department (Lichtenbergstrasse 4, 85748 Garching)

U6 Subway Station final stop called “Garching Forschungszentrum”
(bus from airport will also stop here)

On campus
Chemistry Department (Garching campus)

Technical Electrochemistry
(level 6, bldg. CH2)
tel.: +49-(0)89-289-13679

• Enter through main entrance
• Take first right turn
• Go straight towards „CH2“ (green section)
• Take the elevator/stairs to the 6th floor
• Exit the lift to the left and head straight into the corridor
• Prof. Gasteigers office is at 62-203